This paper provides a brief summary of the final public consultation event conducted as part of the Democracy, Ethics, and Genomics: Consultation, Deliberation and Modelling [DEG] project at the W. Maurice Young Centre for Applied Ethics [CAE] at the University of British Columbia [UBC].

The all day event took place in Vancouver, British Columbia on Saturday, September 24, 2005. The DEG project, funded by both Genome Canada and Genome BC, compares two methods of “ethical analysis for the development of public policy in the area of genomics.”

Primary Investigator Dr. Mike Burgess leads a team conducting focus groups with various publics in order to identify the “moral dimensions and perspectives of issues raised by participants.” Dr. Peter Danielson leads the Norms Evolving in Response to Dilemmas [NERD] team, which uses web-based surveys in their research. These surveys typically include twelve questions that support deliberative decision-making by providing participants with access to five advisors who offer scientific, policy, ethical, and pro and con advocate advice.

The dual objectives of this one-day event were: (1) to compare and contrast DEG project methods using salmon genomics as the common topic; and (2) have participants develop and rate a list of public consultation criteria. Individuals were randomly recruited from Vancouver and were paid a $100 honorarium for their participation. The final sample included people somewhat familiar with computers, who did not have prior or expert knowledge of genomics or salmon aquaculture. The sample also included individuals of all ages and filtered for an even gender split.

The day began by separating participants (n= 41) into two similarly sized cohorts. Members of cohort A participated in one of three two-hour focus groups while those in cohort B completed a NERD survey (of approximately one hour) followed by an hour-long open discussion of the survey. The cohorts then came together for a two-hour group deliberation that began with a ten-minute overview from a participant from one of the three focus groups and from the NERD group. The overview presented some of the groups’ conclusions regarding salmon genomics. Participants also had an opportunity to discuss their experiences thus far in the process and to speak to points on which the groups converged and diverged, and reasons for their conclusions.

All participants were then encouraged to take part in developing criteria that identifies information or processes the participants believe are necessary to make good decisions in consultation processes, such as the one they had just completed (regarding salmon genomics). This discussion was led by a list of pre-determined consultation criteria compiled by DEG team members. These initial criteria addressed aspects of effective public consultation that could be used to evaluate the DEG project methods. A senior facilitator used these criteria to guide the group consultation process, only presenting the criteria if they were overlooked during the group discussion. The group conclusions and pre-determined criteria were then inserted randomly into a web-based survey. Participants used this “exit” survey to evaluate the conclusions and consultation standards during the last stage of the event.
The exit survey took participants (n=37) approximately thirty minutes to complete and was divided into four sections (1) public representation, (2) engaging and reasonable process, (3) informed opinions, and (4) process outcome. The results discussed in the remainder of this paper fall under the fourth section of the survey. Preliminary findings indicate this consultation event was a success. Nearly three-quarters (74%) somewhat or strongly agreed that the conclusions reached by this type of consultation process should direct regulatory policy. Results also indicate that almost all (94%) participants would be willing to engage in this type of event again. Of this 94%, almost half (47%) said they would like to participate in monthly events, while over one-quarter (29%) stated they would participate in events held four times per year.

Findings indicate that participating in this type of event may also help foster public engagement for complex and/or controversial issues. Three-quarters (74%) somewhat or strongly agreed they were now more interested in these topics because of this event and about half (51%) reported they would be frustrated if they did not receive feedback or information about this research project. When asked how experiences at this event had affected them, about two-thirds (66%) stated they now felt motivated to talk about these types of issues with others and almost half (49%) reported they would like to spend some time reading pertinent technical information. A few (14%) said they may become politically active and approximately one-quarter (26%) stated that they may do “something else” but did not indicate what that action may entail.

Although we are encouraged by these preliminary results, there is still much work to be done. We are now in the process of coding and analyzing transcripts from all group discussions. Information produced through this examination should help us develop and improve our methods of consultation with the public on a range of biotechnology-related issues.
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1. A large diverse group of individuals had to work together to make this event a success including: the project’s two lead researchers, Dr. Mike Burgess and Dr. Peter Danielson; focus group facilitators, Nick Wright, Michael Mascarenhas, and Holly Longstaff; NERD discussion facilitators, Jen Wilkin and Rana Ahmad; the large group facilitator, Richard Roberts (a consultant and founder of Praxis Inc.); the developers of the exit survey, Dr. Hadi Dowlatabadi, Rana Ahmad and Jen Wilkin; note-takers, including Sonja Klinsky, Heather Walmsley, Rana Ahmad, Daisy Laforce and Holly Longstaff; all non-attending NERD team members; and Patrick Lewis and Karen Spruell, who provided research management and support.

2. W. Maurice Young Centre for Applied Ethics, University of British Columbia, Democracy, Ethics, and Genomics: Consultation, Deliberation and Modelling (DEG) project: Objective (W. Maurice Young Centre for Applied Ethics, 2005), online: W. Maurice Young Centre for Applied Ethics <http://gels.ethics.ubc.ca/>.


4. The NERD team has completed two surveys, written a number of academic papers, and delivered presentations on survey results at numerous conferences both in Canada and abroad. See Rana Ahmad et al., Electronic Working Papers Series, “A web-based instrument to model social norms: NERD design and results” (W. Maurice Young Centre for Applied Ethics, University of British Columbia, 2005), online: W. Maurice Young Centre for Applied Ethics <www.ethics.ubc.ca>.